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1. Boom Boom Energy Booster 

Feeling low on energy lately? No problem, we’ve got a solution for you. 💡 

Our Fauzee Boom Boom Energy Booster can help skyrocket your energy in no time. 🚀 

Grab yours at https://shoppers-plaza.com/ 

2. Saffron 

Do you have a hard time sleeping at night? 

Taking Kashmiri Saffron will help. 

The saffron threads are fantastic for better sleep, weight loss, PMS reduction, and skin 

brightening✨ 

Order your organic saffron today at https://shoppers-plaza.com/ 

3. Shilajit 

Selling 

Take your energy to new levels with pure Himalayan Shilajit💪 

It is a natural remedy known for removing toxins from the body and helping you feel youthful 

and healthy😊 

Visit https://shoppers-plaza.com to get yours. 

4. SugarLin 

Selling 
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If you are struggling to keep your blood sugar normal, SugarLin is just what you need. It is an 
all-natural supplement made of herbs that slows down carbs absorption in the blood, making it 
ideal for people with diabetes. 

5. Hakim’s DB Green 

Selling post 

Trust us, the Hakim's DB Green supplements made with the finest herbs won't make you feel 

guilty after a certain amount of sugar🍭 

Grab yours now at https://shoppers-plaza.com before stocks run out. 

6. Fouzee natural henna powder for hair 

Selling 

Interested in trying out the newest hairstyle dominating Instagram but afraid of damage? No 
worries because nature has got you covered with Fouzee's natural henna powder that lasts 

longer, softens the hair, and makes it shinier✨ 

7. Fouzee fast-acting henna colour for 
hair 

Getting salon-quality results at home is now possible with Fouzee's fast-acting henna colour for 
hair. 

So what are you waiting for? Grab yours now at https://shoppers-plaza.com 

8. Fouzee Hair Henna Powder for Dry And 
Dull Hair 

It is time to wear the latest hairstyle, but your hair is damaged. Fear not, as Fouzee henna 
powder has you covered. It is easy to apply, reduces hair breakage, and gives your hair a 
glossy look. 
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9. Fouzee Pure Kashmiri Acacia Honey 

Your search for natural honey ends here as the natural Kashmiri Acacia Honey from Fouzee is 
crafted most purely and brought to you with delicate flavours devoid of additives or 
preservatives. 

Get your natural dose of sweetness today at https://shoppers-plaza.com 

10.                       Fouzee Pure Kashmiri Kahwa Tea 

Do you want to rejuvenate your health and improve digestion? Try the premium Kashmiri kahwa 
tea blended from tantalising ingredients sourced directly from the farms of Kashmir. This kahwa 
is flavorful, refreshing, and perfectly suitable for daily drinking. 

Limited supplies available for a discounted price at https://shoppers-plaza.com 

11.                       Madagascar Vanilla Beans 

If you're looking for a heavenly vanilla extract, look no further than Madagascar Vanilla Bean 
pods. When baked with a little love, these beans bring forth sweet memories, heavenly scents 
and exquisite taste to your creations. 

Make your baked goods taste divine by ordering Madagascar vanilla beans at shopperz plaza.  
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